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For Keyword Research you need to first login to your AdWords Account, then click on Tools and then you have 
to choose Keyword Planner. 

 

 

After you enter the Keyword Planner’s interface you need to click on Search for New keyword and ad group 
ideas.  

The second option which says “Get Search Volume for a list of keywords or group them into ad groups” can be 
used to find the average number of searches for a list of keywords in your specified location. 
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You need to put in your Seed Keyword (the main keyword)) in the first textbox. Entering the landing page is 
optional and so is the product Category.  

Under Targeting you can click on locations and type in your desired location. You can even select the language. 
We’ll discuss about negative keywords and other features in the next point. 

 

After putting in the Seed Keyword, when you click on “Get Ideas” you are redirected to this kind of page. Google 
itself will show you AdGroup idea where they have automatically put in the similar keywords in an AdGroup. We 
don’t recommend using these. To see keyword ideas you need to click on the Keyword Ideas Tab as shown in 
the picture above. 
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As highlighted above, you can negative keywords to your search and Google will not return those ideas which 
would have the negative keyword in them.  

NOTE: Writing two Negative keywords in the negative keywords tab will work in AND fashion which means that 
both of the keywords should not be in the keyword idea. For example if you put in “Free Consultation” then 
Google won’t show you ideas that have both the word (Free and Consultation) in them whereas if you type in on 
keyword and then press Enter and then add another keyword, It’ll work in OR fashion which means Google will 
not show you those ideas that have either free in them or consultation in them. 

 

You can click on Keyword Filters to filter out results according to your needs.  
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The Next tab is of keyword a option which certainly depends upon you to use or not. You can just slide the 
button to on and off. 

 

The next tab is Keyword to include. This can be explained as the opposite of negative keywords. When you put 
in any keyword here Google will fetch only those ideas which will contain that keyword.  

NOTE:  This tab too has the same OR and AND fashion. 
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So after setting everything you’ll see the list of keywords. You can add keywords to the keyword Planner by 
clicking on the blue icon under “Add to Plan” Column. You can add unlimited keywords to the planner. 
 

 
 
When you add up your keywords you would see separate Tab on the right hand side saying “Your Plan”. Here 
you can see your Bid Range which is obviously caluclate by Google by looking at the keywords that you’ve 
selected. Below the Bid Range is “Daily Forecast”. Here Google will tell you the number of estimated clicks that 
the keywords you’ve selected can fetch you along with the estimated cost that will be required to get those 
number of clicks. 
 
NOTE: These are just estimates and are not exact figures. 
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Here after selecting your keywords you can click on the Copy button which will open a new dialogue box 
containing all your selected keywords from where you can copy and use them. The next button which is the 
“Save” button will download a .csv file of the keywords that you’ve selected. Clicking on the save button will save 
the keywords to the account. 
 
In the next screenshot we will discuss the Review forecast button. 

 
This is the interface that opens up when you click on the “Review Forecast” button under the “Your Plan” Tab. 
Here you can see the maximum number of clicks that your keywords can get you along with the cost that will 
incur to you to get that amount of clicks. 
 
You can even see the estimated number of clicks that you’ll get in your specified budget by adding a bid and 
budget. Explained in the next screenshot. 
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Take a look at the things that are underlined with red line. Let’s say I input $1 as bid and $10 as daily budget. 
After taking a look at the specified keywords Google will give you an estimate number of Impressions, Clicks, 
Cost and Avg. Position that your keywords will get if you run them on the specified bid and budget. As you can 
see in the screenshot with $1 bid and $10 as daily budget the keywords that I’ve selected will get around 17-20 
Clicks, 4.5K-5.58K Impressions and the Avg. Position will stay between 2.33-2.85. 
So this is a really important insight on how your keywords would perform. 
 
So this is it for the keyword research part. Let us know if you have any doubts. 
 
Other Tools to get some more keyword ideas: 
 

1. Your Website 
 

 
Go through your website or your client’s website to look for keyword ideas. Go under services, Explore the 
website and get some seed keywords and then start with the Google Keyword Planner Tool. 
 

2. Use Google Instant and Related Search 
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Just by typing your seed keyword in the Google Search bar or YouTube search bar you can get more keyword 
ideas. 

 
After searching for the keyword you can even look out for related searches that are shown at the end of the 
page. Trust me you don’t want to leave out on these keywords as these are the most searched keywords related 
to your seed keyword. 
 

3. UberSuggest.org 

 
On the Home page you can enter the keyword along with the language. When you click on suggest it fetches 
you result in the format shown above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Keywordtool.io 
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Here you just have to input your seed keyword. You can select the country by choosing the related google 
domain. 
 
5. Spyfu.com(Paid) 
 

 
You can see a detailed analysis of the seed keyword along with more keyword ideas below. You can even see 
on competitors ads at the end of the page. 
 
 
 
Match Type 
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The most important part is setting the match types. There are 3 match types viz. Broad Match, Broad Modifier, 
Phrase Match and Exact Match.  
 
Broad Match: As you can see on the screenshot the keyword Formal Shoes is put under broad match therefore 
if you select this match your ad also qualifies to show on keywords like formal footwear, casual shoes,evening 
footwear etc. Here the keyword is written down naked without any symbols. 
Modified Broad: In broad modifier we put a “+” sign in front of the keyword that we want the search query to 
include to show our ads. For example if we use +Formal +Shoes our ads are qualified to show on keywords like 
Formal black Shoes, Evening Formal Shoes, Men formal Shoes etc. The order in which the keywords are placed 
does not matter but the keyword which has + in front of them should be included in the search query for our ads 
to show up. 
Phrase Match: In Phrase match we include the keyword in double quotes. For Example “Formal Shoes”. Here 
keywords like Black Formal Shoes, Men Formal Shoes, Formal Shoes for men can push our ad to show up. 
Here the order of the keyword should remain the same. 
Exact Match: We include the keywords in square brackets. Here our ad will be shown only when the exact 
query is searched. For example: if we put in [Formal Shoes] then our ad is only eligible to show when anyone 
searches for Formal Shoes and nothing else. 
 

AdWordsWrapper.com – Amazing tool to wrap keywords to match types. 

Thinkingabout how to add those symbols to each and every keyword yourself? Don’t worry 
AdWordsWrapper.com is to the rescue. 
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As you scroll down the page you would see the dialogue box where n you can paste your keywords and click on 
Wrap Keywords and bam! 

 

As you see the tool itself has converted each and every keyword to a match type. Just copy them and use. 


